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European rail infrastructure CEOs discuss the future of
corridors and digitalisation as an enabler of interoperability
Today in Brussels, chief executives from rail infrastructure companies discussed the
upcoming revisions of the TEN-T and RFC Regulations, the importance of international rail
passenger traffic and acceleration of railway digitalization.
At the invitation of Belgian rail infrastructure manager, Infrabel, this year’s High-Level
Infrastructure Meeting (HLIM) took place in Brussels on 17 November 2021 at the Infrabel
Academy. Jointly organised by the Community of European Railway and Infrastructure
Companies (CER) and the association of European Rail Infrastructure Managers (EIM), the
annual meetings between the heads of rail infrastructure companies provide a platform for
exchanging information and experiences, with a view to finding common solutions to support rail
traffic in Europe.
The CEOs of rail infrastructure companies discussed the upcoming revisions of the TEN-T and
Rail Freight Corridor Regulations of the European Commission. Panellists discussed how
infrastructure managers can ensure the completion of TEN-T Core and Comprehensive Networks
to achieve the necessary modal shift and exchanged views on the optimisation of operations and
traffic management with the establishment of the European Transport Corridors.
The meeting also provided the opportunity to discuss the vision of seamless international rail
passenger traffic and the infrastructure managers’ contribution to making it a reality. The
participants identified certain measures that can allow seamless passenger operations across
Europe, such as strong coordination among the neighbouring countries and investments
addressing missing links and cross-border bottlenecks among others. It is expected that the
Action Plan of the European Commission will address the shortcomings of interoperable
international rail passenger operations whilst creating a level playing field for all international
passenger transport modes. Lessons learned from other transport modes such as aviation were
also exchanged.
In the third panel on digitalisation as an enabler of interoperability, panellists agreed that
digitalisation is an indispensable driver for the modernisation of the entire transport system.
Solutions such as European Traffic Management System (ERTMS), Automated Train Operations
(ATO), digital traffic management systems, digital tracking and tracing applications and data
interoperability will improve rail performance and competitiveness. Infrastructure managers
discussed the main priorities for IMs to accelerate digitalisation in the railway market and the need
to address the imbalance between the often-limited ability of the railway sector to invest and take
up new technologies and the increasing speed at which society and economy evolve.
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CER Executive Director Alberto Mazzola said: “The rail sector has many challenges ahead, but
also a lot of potential. We see the upcoming legislative proposals on the Green Mobility Package
as an opportunity for rail to offer even greater reliability and quality to customers and provide
interoperable and pragmatic solutions. Rail is the present and future of sustainable mobility, and
infrastructure investments are the future of our development and growth.”
EIM Executive Director Monika Heiming said: “Rail infrastructure managers are key actors to
ensure the competitiveness of the rail in a decarbonised economy. Green finance and
digitalisation are important levers to achieve this objective. In that sense, the HLIM 2021 provided
an excellent opportunity for cooperation and exchange among all IMs. Together, we will shape
the corridors and networks of the future, open to all.”
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The Community of European Railway and Infrastructure Companies
(CER) brings together more than 70 railway undertakings, their
national associations as well as infrastructure managers and vehicle
leasing companies. The membership is made up of long-established
bodies, new entrants and both private and public enterprises,
representing 73% of the rail network length, 77% of the rail freight
business and about 93% of rail passenger operations in EU, EFTA
and EU accession countries. CER represents the interests of its
members towards EU policymakers and transport stakeholders,
advocating rail as the backbone of a competitive and sustainable
transport system in Europe. For more information, visit www.cer.be or
follow @CER_railways on Twitter.
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EIM, the association of European Rail Infrastructure Managers, was
established in 2002 to promote the interests and views of the
independent infrastructure managers in Europe, following the
liberalisation of the EU railway market. It also provides technical
expertise to the appropriate European bodies such as the European
Railway Agency. EIM’s primary goal is promoting growth of rail traffic
and the development of an open sustainable, efficient, customer
orientated rail network in Europe. For further info, please consult
www.eimrail.org.
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